Oxygen and sulfur nuclei with energies of 200 GeV /nucleon from CERN (ex periment EMU07) interacted in nuclear emulsions, which were scanned with minimum bias criteria so that essentially all the interactions are detected. Approximately "1000 interactions of each projectile have been analyzed. Re-. sults on the multiplicity distributions, the pseudorapidity distributions and the fragmentation of the projectile and target nuclei are presented. The mean number of intranuclear collisions occurring in each intera.ction, calculated from & superposition model, provides a usefUl parameter to organize the data. No significant deviations are found, even at these energies, from models such as the "Venus". model, of the nucleus-nucleus interactions as being the superpo~ition of individual nucleon-nucleon collisions. 
Introduction
The interactions of r~lativistic nuclei with target nuclei have been studied by numerous authors using a variety of experimental. techniques, see e.g. [1, 2] . During the expl~ratory phase of these studies, as the available energy of the projectile nuclei increased, the nuclear f:mulsion technique has provided a global. view of the phenomena that occur, a view that can. hardly be matched by other techniques that provide specific data with higher statistical. significance.
The principal goal of the studies of high energy nucleus-nucleus interactions has been the search for the phase transition predicted by QCD [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] or for other collective effects. Observations of nonstatistical fiuctuations [8] [9] [10] [11] may indeed signal the occurrence of new phenomena. On the other hand, it has been known for many years that the superposition models, where the individual nucleon nucleon collisions are the main concern, adequately describe hadron-nucleus interactions [12] [13] [14] . It is, however, anticipated that the superposition models will begin to fail and new physics will appear as the projectile mass and energies are increased. Yet, the studies of the globa1 characteristics of nucleus-nucleus interactions with the currently available projectiles and energies seem to confirm the validity of these models. It may mean that either collective effects are very rate or their influence on the global properties of ir,teractions is weak. In this paper we present some of the results obtained from the CERN experiment EMU07 in which nuclear emulsions were exposed to oxygen (160) and sulfur ( 32 S) beams with an energy of 200 Ge V /nucleon. These results have concentrated on obtaining a global view of the inelastic interactions by attempting to detect an unbiased sample of all the interactions occurring. The characteristics .of these minimum bias samples as well as of subsamples with different impact parameters are presented. It is shown that the superposition model is essentially valid over the whole range of the number of elementary intranu~lear nucleon-nucleon collisions occurring in these interactions. It was' possible to reach this conclusion because the nuclear emulsion technique provides us with a relatively simple and efficient trigger for selecting events on the basis of their impact parameter 011 the target nuclei.
Experimental
Stacks composed of BR-2 nuclear emulsion pellicles with dimensions of 5x10cm and 60n p,m thick were exposed at· CERN to the 200 Ge V /nucleon 16 0 and 3 32 8 beams. These stacks were orientated so tha.t the beams were parallel to the pellicles. The emulsions were developed with a minimum ionization of approximately 28 grains/lOOJLnl, and then analyzed with optical microscopes. An along-the-track minimum bias scanning wa.s performed. The interaction mean free paths in emulsion were determined and were found to be (12.3 ± 0.3)cm and (8.5 ± O.2)cm for oxygen Bnd sulfur primaries, respectively. These experimentally obtained values are in good agreement with those calculated using the predicted cross-sections published in [15] or (16] and the known composition of BR-2 nuclear emulsion [17] . Consequently, the efficiency of detecting interactions during the scanning must have been very high even for those interactions with low multiplicities. In the following we will deal only with those interactions in which at least one particle was produced. Pure nuclear fragmentation or electromagnetic dissociation of at least one of the two colliding nuclei were rejected. The data samples contained 868 interactions of oxygen and 929 interactions of sulfur.
Interactions were analyzed by studying the tracks emitted from each interac tion detected. These tracks were classified according to the tommonly accepted emulsion-experiment terminology, based upon their ionization and measured properties. We defined the following gl'OUpS of, tracks: 1. N z-multicharged projectile fragments, tracks due to relativistic nuclei with Z 2:: 2.. Typically we determine the number of alpha particles, N a , and the number of fragments, Np, with charge Z > 2, sepa.rately.
2. Ns-shower particles, (fast particles with P > 0.7), tracks with ionization I < 1.410 where 10 is the rninimunl ionization produced by singly charged particle. This group includes tracks due to particles produced in the interactions as well as those singly cha.rged particles, predominantly protons, released from the projectile nucleus or knocked-on froln the target nucleus. 3.N g and Nb-grey and black tracks, which are often combined into a single group of heavy tracks, Nh . These tracks are formed by slower (f3 < 0.7) heavily ionizing (1 > 1.41 0 ) particles emitted from the struck target nucleus. Grey tracks axe mostly recoil protons with energies from 30 to 400 MeV, with a small number of heavier hydrogen isotopes and a few percent admixture of low-momentum pions. The black tracks are produced by low-energy singly and multicharged target fragments. The experimental separation between black and grey tracks is somewhat subjective. We have based it on the criteria. that the track should have an ionization that is greater (black), or less (grey), than that of a 30 MeV proton, which corresponds to a grain density of about eight thnes ~nimum and 4 3 would ha.ve a. residual r~ge for a. proton of 3 mm in emulsion. Since only a. felv of the tracks in this group are ambiguous, the slightly sUbjectivp. nature of the separation criteria does not a.ffect our analysis a.nd conclusions significantly.
For each multicharged projectile fragment, shower particle a.nd hea.vily io:uz ing particle emitt,ed from the interaction vertex the emission angles, () (the polar angle <;»f the track with respect to ~he direction of the primary 16 0 or 32$ ion track) were determined under high magnification in the microscope" The angles of shower particles were measured 'with an accura.cy of rv 0.1 in pseudorapidity (11 = -In tan(8/2», which required increasing accura.cy as 8 became smaller.
The angles of the black and grey tra.cks were measured with an accuracy of less than one degree. The charges of th~ projectile fragments with Z ,. 2 were determined by counting a sufficient number of 5-rays to determine the charge with a sta.nda.rd deviation of about 0.5 of a. charge unit. The helium nuclei were identified from their ionization and lack of multiple scattering and the identification was essentially unambiguous.
These data for oxygen and sulfur interactions ha.ve been compa.red with those obtained earlier from the anal~rsis of 2595 proton--emulsion interactions [18, 19] a.t the same primary energy of 200 GeV.
Centrality of Collisions
The analysed data. samples of oxygen and sulfur interactions have been divided into groups of evellts cha.racterized by the different de~ree of centrality, a quantity which can be related to the value of the impact para...neter of nucleus-nucleus collisions. We have chosen to represent the degree of centrality by the number, Ncol}' of intra.nuclear nucleon-nucleon collisions, a pa.rameter that is e.n essential pa.rt of any superposition model and allows us to organize the data. in a coherent fashion. For each intera.ction one can determine the forward charge, QF (8 c ) , as the absolute value of the total charge emitted within. the very forward cone of . Fig.2 for both oxygen and suHur interactions in emulsion. Using this relation we can assign a value .of (Neon) to every event on the basis of the measured value of QF .' It can be seen that the maximum values of (Neon) for Oxygen and SuHur interactions in emulsion are about 60 and 120 collisions, respectively. These values are for the most central events, those with minimum QF, and since they greatly exceed the mass numbers of the projectile nuclei, imply, as does the Venus model, that some of the proj~ctile nucleons interact several times during their passage through the average target nucleus. As a consequence, these interactions cannot be characterized as all being due to nucleons with the incident energy" of the projectile nucleons. Some must be secondary and between nucleons, with less than the initial energy.
-In our calculations we used the version 3.12 of the Venus model.
4 Multiplicity of Produced Particles
The multiplicity of pr~duced charged particles is defined as: (2) where ~p represents the charge of the projectile. Using this definition, singly charged projectile fragments (spectator protons) as well as protons from the projectile which interacted, are subtracted from the total number Nil of shower particles observed. This quantity N'f( can be determined experimentally and is predicted by the Venus program (see Table I ). The experimental and predicted probability distributions for Oxygen and Sulfur interactions are shown in Fig.3 . The distribution of N1C' for sulfur interactions reaches much larger values than that for vxygen and extends up to about 400 charged particles. The predictions of the Venus model are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental data except for the very high multiplicity reg~on where the yield predicted by the Venus model is higher than tha.t observed. This discrepa'1.cy concerns less than two percent of the total number of interactions for both the oxygen and sulfur projectiles. However, it does suggest that this version of the Venus model overestimates the large multiplicity tail. We will see later that this is also confirmed by the analysis to follow.
In Fig.4 we present the dependence of the measured mean multiplicity (N1f') on the mean number (Neoll) of intranuclear nucleon-nucleon collisions calculated '1 db 68'1 for interactions of proton, oxygen and sulfur projectiles with nuclear emulsion at 200 GeV /nucleon. These th.ree points define a linear relation bet:ween the two parameters of the form:
(Nr.) = (3.78 ± 0.15)(N cou ) + (4.14 ± 0.39)
. (3) Such a linear relation is in agreement with the expecta.tions from a superposition model.
In order to test in more detail whether the observed multiplicities in the oxygen and suHur interactions can be described by the Venus superposition model, w~ divided our samples of oxygen and sulfur interactions into subgroups characterized by different values of (Neon) for intranuclear nucleon-nucleon colli sions. To do this we applied the procedure described in Sec.3. Using the relation between QF and (Neon) (see Fig.2 ), the samples of oxygen and sulfur interactions were divided into groups of ,:ollisions with different degree of centrality. This procedure makes it possible to extend the analysis to significantly larger values of (Neo~) than in Fig.4 for the full inclusive data set.
The relation between the mean multiplicity (N'If') and the corresponding mean number of collisions (Neon) is shown in Fig.5 for both projectiles. The straight line represents Eq.3. It is seen that the oxygen and sulfur data can be described by this equation for values of (N eoll ) less than about 30. However, for higher values of (Neon) the values of (N'If') are smaller than predicted. This may be a consequence of the effects of the lower energies of secondary and later nucleon nucleon interactions in central collisions with heavy target nuclei (Ag,Br), which will become progressively more important as (Neall) increases.
It is interesting to compare the above results with similar ones for proton nucleus interactions. The relation between (N'If') and (Neall) for proton interac tions at 200 GeV is shown in Fig.6 . Note the very small range of (Neon) for these interactions. Two seta of data are presented: the proton-emulsion interactions. [18, 19] divided into subgroups with different (Neon) using the method described in ref.
[24] and the results from an electronic experiment [25] performed on different targets (carbon, emulsion, copper, silver and lead). Eq.3 provides a very g09d agreement with the data.
Finally, we have looked at the normalized mean multiplicity in. nucleus
for the mean produced charged particle multiplicity in inclusive proton-proton collisions at the same energy per nucleon). This quantity has been plotted as a function of (Neall) for our sampl~ of oxygen and sulfur data at 200 GeV /nucleon The common linear dependence of the scaled multiplicity over a wide range of the number of intranuclear nucleon-nucleon collisions, irrespective of the mass of the projectile' and its energy, strongly supports the superposition models.
PseudoJ;apidity Distributions of Shower Par ticles
The pseudorapidity (Tl = -In tan ()/2) distributions for central collisions of oxygen projectiles at 14.6, 60 and 200 GeV/n1J.cleon were analysed in (27] .
The inclusive pseudorapidity distributions of ~~ower particles Nil , produced in proton, oxygen and suliur interactions in nuclear emulsion are shown in Fig.8 . The areas under the histograms represent the average multiplicities of shower particles and illustrate the dependence of the a.verage multiplicities on atomic mass of the projectile. The increase of particle production in heavy ion interactions relative to the proton induced reactions is evident over the entire range of pseudorapidity. In Table II Table III ) a.re plotted in Fig.9 for oxygen and sulfur projectiles. One can see, that the average multiplicity (N,) depends strongly on the number of intranuclear nucleon-nucleon collisions and that the mean value of pseudorapidity, {Tl}, shown by the black dots in Fig.9 decreases with the increasing centrality of the collision. The numerical values of (N.) and (,.,) are listed in Table III . It is shown in Fig.5 , that the mean multiplicities (N w ) in oxygen-emulsion and sulfur-emulsion interactions depend mainly on the average number (N coll ) of intranuclear nucleon-nucleon collisions and not on the atomic mass of the projectile. To study this feature in more detail we have compared the pseudorapidity distributions for oxygen and sulfur interactions characterized by closely similar values of {Neon}. These comparisons are shown in Fig.l0 for three different selections of {Ncoll} (see Table III ). We can conclude from these comparisons that the angular distributions of the shower particles from oxygen and sulfur interactions are essentially, but not entirely, the same for groups of events characterized by similar values of collisions {N eou }. The observed small differences can be explained by the fact that the same number of (Neon) can be realized by different combinations of projectile and target nucleons participating in the intranuclear nucleon-nucleon collisions.
An alternative way of presenting these distributions is to study the variation of the pseudorapidity density of the shower particles, p(,.,), with (Neon), where (4) The densities p(11) for three intervals of,., are given in These pseudorapidity densities for nucleus-nucleus interactions can be nor" malized by using the proton data for nucleon-nucleon interactio~s. A meas:ue of the enhancem~nt of particle production in different pseudorapidity bins in nucleus-nucleus interaction is the ratio: (11) ( 5) where PA,.(l1) and Pv(l1) denote the particle densities in nucleus-nucleus and proton-proton collisions respectively, at the same primary energy. The ratio R(11) for oxygen and sulfur interactions in emulsion as a function of 11 is depicted in Fig.12 . In the pseudorapidity region -2 < 11 < 6.5 ... the p~rameter R depends only weakly on T/. Nowhere in this ' fJ range does the value of R exceed that of (N eoll ) for the appropriate projectiles. This indicates that in nucleus-nucle'Us colli'sions there is no significant intranuclear cascading of produced particles.
Fragmentation of the Projectile Nucleus
",'¥e ha.ve already presented t.he projectile fragmentation data for the Oxygen primaries as a function of the energy of the incident beam [28] and have found that the yield of fragments increases significantly as the energy increases. This increase can be related to the growth (: the cross-section for electromagnetic dissocia.tions at these very high energies.
The data presented here are restricted to the interactions in which the fragmentation of the oxygen and sulfur projectiles is associated with the particle production. Thus, they do not include the electromagnetic dissociation nor the pure nuclear fragmentation processes and therefore the results given below cannot be compared with J:.reviously published results [28] .
The probability distributions of charge, ZF , of the heavy fragments and alpha particles emitted in sulfur and oxygen interactiC'ns are presented in Fig. la. For comparison with thi'" data we have also considered an extensive data set of 4154 interactions of 22 N e projectiles with an energy of 4.2 GeV /nucleon [29] . The ZF distribution for this ~et is shown.
"The pseudorapidity region 11 > 6.5 is strongly dominated by spectator protons and is not relevant to considerations of the produced particle multiplicities.
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The measured percentage probabilities for' the different modes of fragmenta tion are sumIllarized in Table IV . A number of conclusions can-be drawn from Table IV and Fig.13 . First, the probability of producing a single fragment with no accompanying alpha particles is independent of mass and energy. The increase in the probability of producing a fragment that is observed as the mass of the projectile increases is entirely due to those fragments that are accompanied by alpha particle(s).
Second, the probability that only alpha particles but no heavier fragments are 7 produced decreases with increasing mass of energetic projectile. However, since low energy neon and high energy sulfur have the same probability of producing only alpha particles it would appear tha.t this mode may increase with increasing energy.
Thirds there ~s a. ra.pid decrease in the number of events with no multiply charged fragments, as the Inass of the projectile increa.ses.
Fourth, ,the mean number of fragments and alpha particles as well as the mean charge of the fragments all increase as the mass of the projectiles increace.
Finally, the probability of producing multiple fragments with Z > 2 in a collision is always small but increases very rapidly with increasing mass, which is consistent with the large numbers of multiple fragments, observed in interactions of low energy (~ 1.0 GeV /nucleon) 119Au nuclei in emulsion [30] .
Fragmentation of the Target Nucleus
Due to the collision with the projectile, the target nucleus becomes excited and fragments. The process of the fragreentation of the target nucleus can be investigated by analyzing the grey N g and black Nb tracks (defined in Sec.2) of the particles emitted from the struck nucleus. In Table V we present the mean values of N g and Nb in oxygen and BulIu! interactions with nuclear emulsion. We have also included in this table the corresponding quantities for proton interactions [18, 19] . In Fig.l4 . the multiplicity distributions of grey and black tracks from oxygen and sulfur interactions are compared with those of proton interactions. From Fig.14 we can see that the distribution of black tracks is, essentially, independent of the mass of the projectile. The small differences i~ the distributions between the proton and heavy nuclei projectiles can be explained by the different relative cross-sections of these projectiles on the different groups of nuclei which are the conlponents of nuclear emulsion.
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The beha.vior of grey tracks differs from that of lllack tracks. Although the multiplicity distributions of grey tracks for oxygen and sulfur projectiles are practically the same, the tails of the distributions are longer than that for proton intera.ctions. Thus the mean values of the N g distributions fOI oxygen and sldfur projectiles agree with ea.ch othel' within sta.tistical errors, but ate sigrJficantly higher than for protons (see Table V ).
The a.ngular distributions of grey and black tra.cks are plotted in Fig.I5 . The sha.pes of the angula.r distributions of black tra.cks are the same :or proton, oxygen and sulfur projectiles, and there is no e\--idence for the sharp decrease ill proba.bility at backward angles reported by (26) . As stated ill [26J, the slight angular dependence for the black tracks suggests that they could well he emitted isotIOpir.a1ly fro.m a moving frar.ae of relerence with the velocity /3 ::.: O.O!.
The a.ngular distributions oi grey tracks, sirailarily as of black tracks, are the same for all projectiles. However, they are strongly peaked forward cornpared to the black tracks.
T:he differences in the multiplicity and the angular distributions of grey and bla.ck tracks point out to th.a fact that these particles originate in two different processes: the initial interaction, and the subsequent e'\"aporation of the excited target nucleus. The fact tha.t the angular distributions are independent of the type of projectile indicates that the Inechanism of slo,v particle production is identical in all cases, irrespective of the nunlber of intranuclear nudeon~nucleon collisions.
A similar conclusion can be dl'RWll from the correlation between the numberG or black and grey tracks shown in Fig~16. Agairl, the oxygen and sulfur data are very similar both to one a.!1other and to that observed from the e-:--.rlier analysis of proton-nucleus interactions [18,19} . Hence this correlation is essentially independent of the mass of the projectile. For N g :5 7 there is a strong po&itive correlation in Fig.16 , but ior larger values of Ny, the mean value of Nb levels off at a constant value of about 12, independeut of the type of projectile.
It was shown in an analysis of oxygen interactions [26] 
Conclusions
Interactions of oxygen and sulfur ions at 200 GeV / nucleon with nuclei of emulsion were investigated and compared with proton· emulsion interactions at the same pr~mary energy. It was found for inclusive data samples that the ~ean multiplicity (N'Ir) of produced particles increases lineaLly with the increasing number (Neoll) of intranuclear nucleon-nucleon collisions. The same dependence, except for the largest values of J.Vcoll, holds when the inclusive data are divided into subsamples characterized by di:fferen~ :iegree of centrality. This implies that the multiplicity (N'Ir) depends on (N eoll ), and not on the projectile mass. l\rIore detailed analysis performed on the peudorapidity distributions has shown that the linear dependence of (N'Ir} on (Neoll} holds for each particular pseudora~idity interval. We have further found that the normalized particle multiplicity i.e. the ratio of particles produced in nucleus-nucleus interactions to that in proton-proton interactions, is a ftinction of the number of collisions only and depends neither on the mass of the projectile nor on its energy.
All of these results strongly support the interaction models in which hadron nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions are considered as an incoherent super position of intranuclear nucleon-nucleon collisions. Also, the behavior of slow particles emitted from the target nucleus, in particular their angular distributions which are idependcnt of the mass of the projectile, supports the superposition hypothesia. Finally we would like to point out the fact that the low energy cascade of produced particles which is clearly seen in inclusive hadron-nucleus interactions, is negligible in nucleus-nucleus collisions. Table III ). Fig .13 The probability P, of fragmentation of (a), sulfur (b), oxygen and (c), neon projectiles into fragments with charge ZF, for interactions in emul sion. Shadowed area represents the probability for a given fragment ZF to be accompanied by' alpha. particle(s). ZF = 1 denotes events without alpha particle(s) or heavier fra.gment. In case of fragmentation into alpha particles only the number of alpha fragments is indicated. 
